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LONG-TERM GOAL
Our overall goal in this effort is to develop autonomous instruments to expand the ability of oceanographers to affordably observe the ocean.
OBJECTIVES
The objective of this collaboration with Breck Owens of WHOI is to develop a small autonomous glider capable of extended operation using GPS navigation and satellite communication when the glider surfaces. The instrument should be capable of maintaining station for months or occupy an upper ocean section of O(1000 km) in length.
APPROACH
The approach is to adapt the technology of autonomous profiling floats to develop a vehicle that changes its buoyancy and glides forward while changing depth. The main challenge of this approach is to reduce drag to the point where a reasonable speed can be maintained for long periods with realistic battery power.
WORK COMPLETED
This year we have accomplished the first step toward our objective by field demonstrating a prototype glider that included all operational systems save navigation and communication systems to be provided by WHOI. The hull shape, selected from a series of tow-tank drag measurements, is a relatively conventional cylindrical form with a relatively fine forebody. The hull, which relies on stiffening rings, was tested to 1500 dbar. Buoyancy control is provided by an electric motor and a modified welllogging pump with overall efficiency over 40%. 
IMPACT/APPLICATION
We imagine three general classes of mission by which instrument platforms of this type can impact ocean observations. In coastal environments gliders could execute repeated sections establishing relatively inexpensive time series. In deep ocean environments gliders could maintain a time series of profiles much less expensively than a mooring. Gliders could also operate around research vessels, expanding the observation area at minimal cost and without impacting ship operations.
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